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Abstract 
 The purpose of paper is to discuss that the place Euro-centric and traditional African thinkers owe to African philosophy or 
African society is not surely deserved for Africans. But Bruce Janz justifies better when he says; defining African philosophy is the 
same as doing it. In order to clarify the pseudo claims of western hegemonic segregation on Africa, I shall focus my attention by 
taking the Oromo of Ethiopia in Africa and try to justify reality and proper the place of African thought system or worldview. I will 
concentrate and justify how the basic principles of good democracy (Oromo philosophy) exactly disprove the allegation that Africa 
did not have a system and history of democracy by comparison with any western democracy and Plato’s view of democracy.  Besides 
the existence numerous prejudices about Africa, African philosophy is philosophy produced by African people and presents African 
worldviews. I believe that, Oromo’s Gadaa democracy represents an indigenous and the egalitarian world view of Africa. This fact is 
one of those remarkable creations of the African mind without the interferences of the western philosophy or science. Thus, I argue 
that the western dualistic hegemonic notion that Africa has no philosophy, no history, could not rule themselves and etc. merely 
perpetuate racist theory &/or irrational attitude about Africans and traditional Afrocentric thinkers about emotionality of Africa 
involves either lack of knowledge about Africa or suffer from inferiority complex in praise of western culture.  

 
Keywords: Dualism, Stereotype, Hegemony, Colonialism, Gadaa System, Eurocentric, Afrocentric. 
 
1. Introduction  

There is no known society so limited in its thought and practices as to be totally unphilosophical, for the very existence of a 
society requires the recognition and solution of problems that are philosophical in the nature of things.  

 
The etymological definition of philosophy is no more controversy. It is a Greek term which stands for a love of wisdom. The 

nature and structural justification of philosophy is, however, not a simple issue. The exact nature of philosophy is still a matter of 
dispute. Ancient Greek partakes in defining philosophy does not entail that philosophy is restricted in Greek. Besides, rational and 
critical enterprise philosophy is the search for ultimate truth. 

 
By contemporary period, philosophy is being divided into two main broad categories: Western and Eastern philosophy. 

Where to put African philosophy is still questionable according to this classification. The question of the nature of African philosophy 
has engaged the minds of African philosophers for many years.  

 
The geography that African present at every critical point is the geography of injustice and oppression. Whether the 

background of classification is because of geographical proximity, ideological orientation or other is still not exactly known. 
Moreover, the debatable issues, whether African philosophy exists or not are matters of mere historical prejudices of non-Africans to 
perpetuate neo-colonial mentality. Fairly, the less development of African philosophy, science and technology is another issue. 

 
William James defines philosophy as ‘the quest or vision of the world’s unity’ (James, 2009, p. 56). But what the great 

western philosophers have done to African philosophy and African societies is irrational and give blind judgment. They have a low 
opinion of Africans and other non-Caucasians. The majority of non- African continue to say ‘Africans are not wholly and truly human 
beings. For instance, Pope John Paul II (1998), L. Bruhl (1910), Kant (1959), Hegel (1988, 1991), F.C Copleston, Hume, Locke, are 
some dissenters to mention a few. 

 
I argue that western dualistic hegemonic notion that Africa has no philosophy, no history, could not rule themselves and etc. 

merely perpetuate racist theory and/or irrational attitude about Africans and traditional Afrocentric thinkers about emotionality of 
Africa involves either lack of knowledge about Africa or suffer from inferiority complex in praise of western culture. This is the 
central thesis of my argument in this paper. 

 
  In order to clarify the pseudo claims of western hegemony on Africa, I want to offer some tangible indications and reality of 
African life by taking Oromo people of Ethiopia that have their own history, religion, language, culture, well systematized 
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administrative system and their own philosophy of life towards their own life and environment they live in. I will concentrate and 
justify how the Gadaa system disproves the assertion that Africa did not have a system and history of democracy by relating to some 
western democracy and Plato’s view of democracy. 
 

I shall therefore focus my attention on the area of Ethiopian philosophy, the Oromo Wisdom and try to maintain the reality 
and proper the place of African thought system or worldview. Oromo people, the largest ethnic group in the Eastern part of Africa has 
a prosperous, rich and profound philosophical attitude toward their life as well as towards the environment they live in. Like Ancient 
Greco-Roman, Egyptians or Indian philosophy, the wisdom of Oromo people represents the socio-politico and cultural life of an 
individual in particular and society at large (Legesse, 2000, pp. 30&93). 

 
African philosophy is not properly and rationally represented in the epistemology of the west. The place that Euro-centric 

owes to African philosophy and African society is not surely deserved for Africans. The fact that, Africans are technologically and 
scientifically primitive compare to western civilization does not necessarily entail their total absence from the world history of 
Western philosophy and without due consideration for the African component in it (Coetzee & Roux, 2003, p. 5). 

 
2. Reality of Oromo Wisdom in Africa and Western Stereotypes. 
2.1 The Oromo of Ethiopia  

The Oromo are the single largest Cushitic language speaking ethnic group in Africa, which is also the third largest Afro- 
Asiatic language next to Arabic and Hausa. Although not known certainly due to the lack of reliable population census, Oromo 
supposedly constitute more than 40 million people (Jemjem and Dadhacha, 2019, p. 29). They are one of the most numerous 
communities in Africa (Baxter, Hultin and Triulzi, 1996, p. 7). The Oromo constitute a good half of the population of Ethiopia 
(Hassaen, 1994, p. Xi). 

  
The Oromo speak Afaan Oromo (the language of Oromo), an Afro-Asiatic language and the most widely spoken language of 

the Eastern Cushitic linguistic sub-phylum. All Oromo people, regardless of their differences in the region and religion, mutually 
communicate and understand one another through their language, Oromiffa (JOS1, V.1, No.2, 1994, p. 48). The Oromo practice three 
religions: Islam, Christianity and waaqeffanna (belief in Waaqa or sky God). Waaqeffanna is the Oromo version of the African 
traditional religion (Hussein 2004, p. 2005). Existence of wakefulness as indigenous African religion can also falsify the myth of 
western hegemony, saying Africans have no religion of their own. In general, Oromo societies have their own essential historical, 
political, cultural, religious, linguistic, geographical and civilizational foundations beside unrealistic and fabricated information about 
Ethiopia.  

 
The Oromo is distinguished from other peoples in the Horn of Africa by their distinctive culture. One thing that makes the 

Oromo the most important people in the African continent is their possession of the Gadaa system, the egalitarian cultural, political, 
economic and military organization. Their modes of livelihoods, the Gadaa system (Oromo democracy) represent their world views, 
philosophy and religion. 

 
2.2 The meaning and Notion of Gadaa2 System  

The very term “Gadaa” is not easy to define precisely. Even though, it is recognized by all Oromo as a key to the unique 
heritage of Oromo political, social and cultural life; the term can be used for so many concepts that it has lost any single meaning 
(Hassaen, 1994, p. 9). There have been several studies of the Gadaa system's potential contribution to Oromo self-government. 
Asmarom Legesse (1973, 1987, and 2000), Lemmu Baissa (1971), Bonnie Holcomb (1993), Dinsa Lepisa (1975), Sisay Ibsa (1992) 
and several others have recently examined various aspects of the Gadaa system and have reached useful conclusions that the Gadaa 
system was a complex institutional organization that embraced the Oromo peoples’ political, social, economic and religious life in 
entirety.  

 
The Oromo Gadaa system is the most sophisticated sociocultural organization ever known in traditional Africa. Legesse 

stated that, 

 
1 Stand for Journal of Oromo Study 
5 Keep in mind that some time I used the term Gadaa or Gadaa interchangeably, and first one its correct name in Afaan Oromo (the language of 
Oromo), and the second is used in English writing according to many writers. 
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 … The Gadaa-based Oromo democracy is one of those remarkable creations of the human mind that evolved into a full-fledged 
system of government, as a result of five centuries of evolution and deliberate, rational, legislative transformation (Legesse 2000, p. 
195). 
 

Professor Asmarom Legesse who has been carefully, extremely and vastly studied the complex Gadaa system and states its 
complex nature saying that “the term God cannot be given a univocal interpretation”. It stands for several related ideas. It is the 
concept standing in the whole way of life. More specifically, “it refers to any period of eight years during which a class stays in 
power” (Ibid, 1973 p. 81). He correctly states the innovate nature of Gadaa system which explore the meaning of asymmetric 
dialectics in human nature. 

  
Besides the existences of certain negative views about the Gadaa system; who attempt to minimize its role in the formation of 

a democratic polity, the Gadaa political culture is admired by those who have carefully studied and placed it in its historical and 
cultural context. In the past hundred years, most of the Amhara and Tigre elite who saw Gadaa contradicting their autocratic-
monarchical values and presenting an alternative political model have been critical and contemptuous. For them, the Oromo without 
kings were stateless, uncivilized, and without worthwhile cu1ture. 

 
After the Abyssinian conquest of the Oromo, the Gadaa system was outlawed and suppressed. The new masters justified their 

conquest exaggerating disunity, inter-clan warfare and lack of a unitary monarchical government among the Oromo. Most foreign 
Ethiopian scholars naively pursued the official Abyssinian line and dismissed the existence of a unifying Gadaa system as a politically 
irrelevant system of rituals, just as they dismissed other rituals among the rest of African society (JOS, V.1, No.2, 1994, p. 47)3.  

 
Nowadays, as of Thu.01, Dec/2016 from UNESCO4 International News, Gadaa System gets a worldwide/global recognition 

and registered by UNESCO as one of the greatest World Cultural Heritage. It is inscribed by UNESCO as “a comprehensive system 
that reflects the ways of living of the people and it has ensured the values and principles such as equality of mankind”. Even if some 
irrational indigenous elites and narrow foreign writers, historian/scholars plan to minimize its role, the Gadaa system overcomes every 
obstacle and gets global cultural appreciation. This clearly entails that, Gadaa System represents and exemplifies a genuine African 
indigenous political leadership. It denotes the egalitarian political system of Oromo, in the very fact of its moral responsibility to 
respect for the rule of law does typically exemplify how the indigenous African political leadership has a great respect for the very 
concept of rule of law in each society or nation. 

 
2.3 Gadaa System vs. Western Democracy  

The Gadaa system disproves the allegation that Africa did not have a system and history of democracy. The concept of 
democracy in Africa has been very much misunderstood. There have been writers believed that there was no democracy as it was 
expressed in Western style. However, Gadaa does not agree with the idea that Western modernity is the only standard in terms of 
which all sorts of developments must be judged.  

 
History has shown that Western Democratic models are not divine order, but rather they are very few of the many possible 

successful models. Many scholars, historians and peoples of different backgrounds explained the practice and the interpretation of 
democracy in different African societies in different forms. According to the American anthropologist Holcombe, Gadaa organized the 
Oromo people in all-encompassing democratic republic, even before the few European pilgrims arrived from England on the shores of 
North America. For this reason, American democracy is late building democracy when we compare with the Gadaa system (Jemjem 
and Dhadacha, 2011, p. 83).  

 
Indeed, democracy has been conceived within the Oromo indigenous institutions where people had old age experiences of 

working together within the sophisticated system of government, which many of the European countries started exercising after 1918 
(Ibid, p. 83). Various scholars of different discipline agreed on the idea that, Gadaa system of government could be the base for good 
governance if used in the modern political system. 

 
Professor Asmarom Legesse in his book, Oromo Democracy, 2000 expressed that “The Oromo democracy is one of those 

remarkable creations of the human mind that involved into a full-fledged system of government in the old times emphasizing on the 

 
3  Journal of Oromo study, 1994. Volume 1 number 2 
7 UNESCO stand for United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
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efficiency and complex organization of the Gadaa system. It contains genuinely African solution for some of the problems that 
democracies everywhere have had to face” (Legesse, 2000, p. 194) 

 
 Even though, Oromo did not use the word democracy, a close study of the political culture of the Gadaa system shows that 

the Oromo had used to practice the major democratic principles of modern constitutions. The study finds out that the Oromo people 
under Gadaa system began to practice the major modern democratic principles before 16th centuries. Good democracy is unwritten 
constitutions unlike the Western political theory which is at least in its written form. 

 
  According to Black’s Law Dictionary, constitution is the organic and fundamental law of nation or state, which may be 
written or unwritten, establishing the character and conception of its government, laying the basic principles to which its internal life if 
to be conformed, organizing the government, and regulating distributing, and limiting the function of its different departments and 
prescribing the extent and manner of exercise of sovereign powers (Robale, 2013, p.26).  
 

Thus, as compared to the modern democratic constitution, the Oromo Gadaa system has similar basic democratic principles 
such as sovereignty of people, supremacy of constitution, accountability and transparency, the existence of a multiparty system and 
etc. 

 
2.4 Gadaa System and Plato’s view of Democracy  

It is justifiable that, Western Democracy was begun in the city state or polis of ancient Greece by the work prominent 
philosophers like Plato and Aristotle. Speculation about the nature of law and justice, the best type of government and political 
constitution and almost every conceivable political subject was stimulated by the Greek’s political experience in the polis. This topic 
specifically deals with Gadaa System and Plato’s categorization of government and how democracy functions. What makes Gadaa 
democracy similar to or different from that of Plato’s view of democracy?  

 
Plato, son of Ariston and perictione, was born in 428 and died at the age of eighty in 348 B.C. In his youth, Plato was closely 

attached to Socrates, who by that time was wholly engaged in the mission of propagating the truth described in the Apology.  
 
In his book called “The Republic” there is one basic question that should be answered. That is “what does just mean, and how 

can it be realized in human society?” (Macdonald, 1941:1). The Greeks gave many definitions to the word just like the English ‘right.’ 
It can mean observant of custom or duty, righteous; fair, honest, legally right, law fell and what one ought to do (Ibid: 1). 

 
For Plato, a just society is composed of just men. Since the society is made up of individuals, we cannot find just community 

if the individuals are not just. In order to create just a society, each member of the society, should perform his duties and enjoy rights. 
For him, there is a quality in each individual, i.e., the soul of each individual was correspondingly ordered with respect to the rights 
and duties of each part of one’s nature.  

 
Plato divides the human soul into three parts: desire or appetite, reason, and spirit. The existence of three elements or parts of 

the soul is marked by the conflict of motives. Appetite refers to a desire for food, shelter and sex and others. Reason is the opposite of 
the first one, i.e., appetite. For example, appetite part says ‘Drink’; and Reason says ‘Do not drink.’ The contradiction shows that two 
elements are at work. A third is the ‘spirited’ element which kin to our ‘sense of honor’.  

 
Plato claims that an individual could be imagined as a city. The city state is nothing more than a human soul raised to a 

complex level. However, he asks the question, of how one governs the city, state, and how one can govern oneself. From this he 
concluded that to govern oneself is to govern the city state as well.  

 
Although Plato discusses different types of system of rules, my main focus is to highlight the different forms of government 

he suggested in connection to his ideas of democracy. This consideration is very important in order to compare and contrast it with the 
Oromo Gadaa democratic. 

 
Plato divides government into five categories: Timocracy, Oligarchy, democracy, Tranny and Aristocracy. Among these 

forms of government only Aristocracy is the best form of government for him. So, Plato’s Aristocrats are not hereditary rulers. They 
are rather elite and philosopher kings. They are ordered by rational part. That is why he considers their rule as a best kind of rule. Let 
set aside his classification of government and return to Plato’s view of democracy. For Plato democracy is not the best kind of rule 
because it is a perverted form of rule.  
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For Plato, democratic government is a government ruled by the lower class (poor) or sometimes ‘the weak masses. The rulers 
of democratic government are motivated by unnecessary appetite. So, democratic government arises whenever the poor win by killing 
of the opposite parts (Macdonald, 1941, pp. 275-276).  
 

Plato’s democracy is not representative democracy, but a direct one. It is a type of democracy in which every free citizen is 
allowed to equally and directly participate in the affairs of the state particularly in the assembly and law making. The attribute of 
democracy allows individuals to do and live as they seek or desire. Individuals have the right to do whatever they desire to do. This 
may go to the extent of violating political community. Such liberty brings society to anarchy (Ibid, p. 276).  

 
Plato had a strong refutation for a democratic form of government. This refutation is viewed from two perspectives; general 

and individual point of view. From a general point of view, the desire of political community for freedom cannot be satisfied with a 
democratic system. In addition, the strife for excessive freedom opens a room for tranny. From individual points of view, he says, 
when individuals are satisfied over and over, they go against others and become shameless. He also claims that the desire for freedom 
and liberty can be identified with the lower part of the soul. This makes the rational and spiritual parts to become the slaves of 
appetites. He also understands democracy as an art of ruling by the hand of majority. The desire of the majority of Plato cannot be 
standard or criteria of what is good and just.  

 
When we compare Plato’s democracy and Gadaa Democracy, the former is more corrupted than the latter. Because what 

Plato claims as a character of democracy is not found in Oromo democracy. According to his interpretation, democracy is the system 
that allows the ruler and the ruled to live as they wish. It is a system of excessive freedom. But, in Oromo Gadaa democracy there is 
no such problems. There is a law because which stands above all men. 

 
Even though both had similar social classes they treated them in different ways. For instance, Athenian slaves were very 

large in number. It is likely that slaves formed almost half of the Athenian population. Elsewhere Athenian slaves seemed to have 
been generally well treated, and even had certain legal rights; state of being freed from slavery was possible, perhaps as a reward for 
some service, but the positions of free slaves always remained inferior to that of citizens. 
 

In Oromo, however, there is no such separation between free citizen and slaves. There is no inferiority and superiority 
between the two, for they consider war captives as brothers and sisters. Those who were conquered and adopted at the beginning had 
limited cultural and political rights for participating in public and social decision making while after some time they are given all 
rights and responsibility of citizenship within a limited period of time (Jemjem and Dhadacha, 2011, p. 51). 
 

The Athenian democracy was, of course, a democracy of the male adult citizens only. Their women and children constituted 
only about one third of the population. Citizenship was based on descendent. So that admission to citizen body was impossible for 
anyone not born of free Athenian parents.  

 
Women were totally excluded from the political sphere in Athens. Plato was labeled as the enemy of open society and 

dictatorship, according to many scholars. But in Oromo Gadaa system (democracy) they indirectly participate through siiqqee (sike) 
institution and through singing songs and giving advice to the male candidates. 

 
There is something that makes both Greeks and Oromo the same. Both societies are divided into three classes. Athenian 

society is divided between slaves, Resident Foreigners (Metics) and free citizens. In Oromo, there are free citizens (birmaduu), slave 
(Garba) and craftsmen (pottery makers (tumtuu) or blacksmith (Dadhacha and Jemjem, 2011, p.49). 

 
2.5 Gadaa System and Plato’s Philosopher King  

In this section, I am going to provide brief similarity and difference between Oromo democracy and Plato’s notion of 
democracy in ancient Greek. Plato holds the idea that philosophers should be kings. So, philosophers have the qualities that make 
them the best. The fact that they are lovers of wisdom and truth help them know about the world of being and becoming. In order to 
get such a quality there are stages through which they pass starting from their childhood up to the time they become rulers or kings. 
Without going too deep into Plato’s philosopher king, here the study tries to show the age classification of both Gadaa system and the 
Athenian philosophy. For Plato, becoming a philosopher king is the highest stage and it is a time when a person is permitted to govern 
a state. Gadaa democracy and Plato’s philosopher king are similar to how both divide year’s interval and train individuals.  
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Philosopher king should pass through five stages. The first stage includes up to the age of 15, sometimes extended to 18. At 
this stage they attend primary education. It mainly consisted of reading and writing (Grammatical), dramatic poetry, lyre-playing and 
singing the lyric, athletic 14 exercises (Gymnastic), Music including all the arts over which muses presided; music art, letters, culture 
and philosophy. The second stage consists of persons of the age of (18-20) (Macdonald, 1941, p. 65). An intensive course will be 
given and they also take part in physical and military training. The third stage, is from the age of (20-30). This stage is a period when 
the future philosopher kings attend their higher education. At this time, they learn geometry, arithmetic, astronomy and music. Only a 
few are selected for this kind of education (Ibid: 54).  

 
In the stage four, after further selection years from (30-35) will be given wholly to dialectic and especially ultimate principles 

of morality. The final stage or fifth stage is from (35-50). A person who attains this stage is allowed to govern the state. Likewise, 
Gadaa system has got such age classification. Even though their age graded year interval is different, both use age-based training.  

 
Comparatively, there is an age / generation-based classifications in Oromo democracy. There are ten stages in Oromo Gadaa 

democracy. Like in Plato’s philosopher king there is a time when a person is permitted to be a ruler (Abba Gadaa, the 6th Gadaa 
stage). From (41-48) years of age a person is allowed to be a ruler. Although there had been no formal academic school, Gadaa official 
use their own way to teach people. The sixth stage or Oromo Gadaa system and fifth stages of Platonic philosopher king resemble 
each other. So, in both cases it is a time when a person becomes capable of ruling.  

 
Like philosopher king, there is criteria that made Abba Gadaa (the 6th Gadaa stage) the best. Abba Gadaa is elected as a ruler 

based on reasonable criteria. Before holding the office, he is judged by different techniques. This technique includes. “His ability to 
lead in wars, patience in times of crisis, wisdom and eloquence, moral qualities, skill in mediating or adjusting cases of conflict, and 
knowledge of law, custom, and historic precedent” (Asmarom, 2000, p. 221) For this reason, the rule of the Abba Gadaa of Gadaa 
system is similar to the rule of philosopher Plato. 

 
3. Conclusion  

As I come to the conclusion of this paper, I would like to quote the philosophical words of Bruce B. Janz that typically unfold 
why this study meant for and conclude the problem and objective I need to address that African philosophy is philosophy produced by 
African people, philosophy that presents African worldviews. African societies have their own indigenous worldview besides some 
western dualistic and hegemonic segregation as savage vs. civilized, pre-logical vs. logical… etc. The place that a Eurocentric and 
traditional African thinker owes to African philosophy or African society is not surely deserved for Africans. Even some traditional 
African thinkers didn't do something justice for African [themselves], when they portray Africa as a land of emotionality while Europe 
or western as a sanctuary of rationality. The long-time colonial relationship between Europe and Africa saw the dehumanization that 
gave birth to the enslavement of the African people through economic exploitation, perpetuation of racial and cultural stereotypes. 

 
According to one principal Oromo saying, Ilmi abbaa hin caalle ilma sirrii miti (the son that do not far advanced than his 

father is not a genuine son). I used this proverb to show that, according to many scholars and historians, Africa (esp. Ancient Egypt) 
has been the home of world civilization and center of academic excellence. Historically, nearly all of the great ancient Greek 
philosophers from Thales to Aristotle received and obtained their education in Egypt. This entails that, the far-advancement of western 
culture is not as much surprised. Really the less development of African science and technology makes me to worry about. I am not 
afraid to say, Africa is the cradle of human beings and the mother of world civilizations.  
 

Thus, western dualistic hegemonic notion that Africa has no philosophy, no history, could not rule themselves and etc. 
merely perpetuate racist theory &/or irrational attitude about Africans and traditional Afrocentric thinkers about emotionality of Africa 
involves either lack of knowledge about Africa or suffer from inferiority complex in praise of western culture. The basic principles of 
Gadaa democracy (Oromo philosophy) exactly disprove the allegation that Africa did not have a system and history of democracy. 
Gadaa democracy represents an indigenous and the egalitarian world view of Africa. It is one of those remarkable creations of the 
African mind without the interferences of the western philosophy or science. 
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